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SMWA k
 Power in a light package !

features SMWA k

mulches grass and prunings up to 5 cm [2”] Ø
with forestry rotor 12 cm [5”]

working speed 3-10 km/h
ISO 3-point linkage cat. 1 & 2, reverse drive
position of the linkage adjustable (2 slots) by 17 cm [6.7”]
gearbox with manual inverter 
without freewheel 540 rpm

input shaft 1 3/8” Z=6
belts 4
support roller, adjustable in height standard
adjustable hood with rubber protection standard
front protection double chains
standard rotor flails SMW duo

OPT options

011 PTO drive shaft with freewheel
030 rotor with Y flails

240
forestry rotor with swinging 
hammers, 
available for 155+175 cm [61+69”]

018 1000 rpm gearbox
027 roller scraper

162 chevrons for transportation  
on public roads

wide-open front hood 
to mulch high grass

linkage frame suitable for most 
current implement carriers and 
for tractors with reverse drive

reinforced 
belt protection

AR400 chassis made of wear-resistant steel
reinforced by additional plates

hydraulic front hood

counterknives inside the 
casing gives a perfect 
result while mulching

counterknives inside the 
casing gives a perfect 
result while mulching
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direction of rotation
cut down cut up

Compact mulcher for professional & univeral use  
with specific characteristics

With a double skin casing made   of wear resistant steel,  
the SMWA k is a perfect mulcher for exacting conditions.  

The lightweight construction allows work on sloping ground.  
With a manual inverter the mulching result can be optimized.  

Depending on the direction of the rotor shaft it mulches  
low or high grass and brush.

* The weight of the machine is approximate, it refers to the standard version without any options and it may vary.

Safe working thanks to the innovative STOPSAFETM System:
The movement will stop when used incorrectly,  

minimizing material throw-out.

driving direction

Rotor with SMW duo, Y knive and swinging hammers  
work with both rotation directions.

standard: 
rotor with SMW duo

OPT 240:
forestry rotor with 
swinging hammers

OPT 030:
rotor with Y flails

30-90  HP

not possible! STOPSAFETM 
material throw-out

SMWA k

working width
cm [“]

overall width
cm [“]

depth
cm [“]

height
cm [“]

weight* 
kg [lb]

standard
flails

#

Y-flails
OPT 030

#

hammers 
OPT 240

#
roller

mm [“] Ø
HP

min-max

155 [61] 167 [66] 90 [35] 105 [41] 425 [940] 15 21 26 152 [6.0] 30 - 90
175 [69] 187 [74] 90 [35] 105 [41] 480 [1060] 18 24 29 152 [6.0] 40 - 90
200 [79] 212 [84] 90 [35] 105 [41] 540 [1190] 21 30 X 152 [6.0] 50 - 90
225 [89] 237 [93] 90 [35] 105 [41] 610 [1350] 24 33 X 152 [6.0] 50 - 90




